
and the president of the International Statistical Institute

from 1976 to 1981. Cochran was elected honorary fel-

low of the Royal Statistical Society in 1959, held a Gug-

genheim Fellowship in 1964, and won the S. S. Wilks

medal of the American Statistical Association in 1967.

He received honorary doctorate degrees from Johns

Hopkins University and the University of Glasgow.

From 1974 until his death in 1980, he worked with the

National Academy of Sciences’ National Research

Council panel on incomplete data in sample surveys.

Cochran developed methods for including or

excluding an independent variable in multiple linear

regression. He also developed the Cochran Q-test, used

to evaluate two variables measured on a nominal scale.

Cochran was the statistical representative for the U.S.

Public Health Service research on the effects of smok-

ing on lung cancer. His work as part of the advisory

committee provided the surgeon general with proof

that lung cancer was directly related to smoking. He

also worked on the Kinsey Report on human sexual

behavior, on polio research, and on the effects of radia-

tion on Hiroshima victims. He is well remembered for

his many agricultural studies such as the yield of ce-

reals, field counts of diseased plants, and the influence

of rainfall.

Cochran developed his knowledge of statistics

by both studying and working at some of the most

prestigious universities. During his lifetime he was

involved in diverse research projects and made many

important contributions to the field of statistics, not

the least of which was establishing statistics depart-

ments at several universities. As a teacher, he is

remembered for his high expectations for his students,

his individuality, and his clarity.

Kathryn A. Cochran and Jody M. Smarr
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CODEBOOK

Codebooks are used by survey researchers to serve

two main purposes: to provide a guide for coding

responses and to serve as documentation of the layout

and code definitions of a data file. Data files usually

contain one line for each observation, such as a record

or person (also called a ‘‘respondent’’). Each column

generally represents a single variable; however, one

variable may span several columns. At the most basic

level, a codebook describes the layout of the data in

the data file and describes what the data codes mean.

Codebooks are used to document the values associ-

ated with the answer options for a given survey ques-

tion. Each answer category is given a unique numeric

value, and these unique numeric values are then used

by researchers in their analysis of the data.

As a guide for coding responses, a codebook details

the question-and-answer wording and specifies how

each individual answer should be coded. For example,

a codebook entry for a question about the respondent’s

gender might specify that if ‘‘female’’ is chosen, it

should be coded as ‘‘1,’’ whereas ‘‘male’’ should be

coded as ‘‘2.’’ Directions may also be given for how to

code open-ended answers into broad categories. These

values are then used to enter the data the values repre-

sent into the data file, either via computer-assisted data

entry software or in a spreadsheet.

There are many ways to create a codebook. Simple

codebooks are often created from a word processing

version of the survey instrument. More complex code-

books are created through statistical analysis software,

such as SAS or Statistical Package for the Social

Sciences (SPSS). Codebooks generated through statis-

tical analysis software will often provide a variable

label for each question, describing the content of the

question, word and numeric labels for all answer cate-

gories, and basic frequencies for each question.

Codebooks can range from a very simple docu-

ment to a very complex document. A simple code-

book will detail each question-and-answer set along

with the numeric value assigned to each answer

choice, whereas a more complex codebook will also

provide information on all associated skip patterns as

well as any variables that have been ‘‘created’’ from

answers to multiple other questions.

There are seven types of information that a code-

book should contain. First, a short description of the

study design, including the purpose of the study, the

sponsor of the study, the name of the data collec-

tion organization, and the specific methodology used

including mode of data collection, method of partici-

pant recruitment, and the length of the field period.

Second, a codebook needs to clearly document all of
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the sampling information, including a description of

the population, methods used to draw the sample, and

any special conditions associated with the sample, such

as groups that were oversampled. Third, the codebook

needs to present information on the data file, including

the number of cases and the record length of each case.

Fourth, the data structure needs to be clearly delineated,

including information on whether the data are presented

in a hierarchical manner or some other manner. Fifth,

specific details about the data need to be documented,

including, at the very least, the variable names, the

column location of each variable, whether the variable

is numeric or character (string), and the format of

numeric variables. Sixth, the question text and answer

categories should be clearly documented along with fre-

quencies of each response option. Finally, if the data

have been weighted, a thorough description of the

weighting processes should be included.

Major survey research projects conducted for the

federal and state government often create electronic

versions of codebooks that are accessible through the

agencies’ Web sites. There are also numerous centers

and libraries at universities that provide archives of

survey data from research projects along with Web

access to electronic codebooks.

Lisa Carley-Baxter

See also Coder Variance; Coding; Frequency Distribution;

Recoded Variable
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CODER VARIANCE

Coder variance refers to nonsampling error that arises

from inconsistencies in the ways established classifica-

tion schemes are applied to the coding of research

observations. In survey research, coder variance is

associated with the process of translating the raw or

verbatim data obtained from open-ended survey items

into a quantitative format that can be analyzed by

computers.

To appreciate how coder variance can occur, it

is useful to review the process of preparing open-

ended survey item data for analysis. Once all or

a representative sample of the data have been collected,

verbatim answers are examined for the purpose of

defining a list of response categories (i.e., ‘‘code

labels’’) that may be used for shorthand representations

of the item data collected from each respondent. This

list is known as the ‘‘coding frame’’ for the open-ended

survey item. Depending on the coding protocol estab-

lished, exactly one element or multiple elements of the

coding frame may be associated with the item data.

Members of the research team designated as

‘‘coders’’ are entrusted with the responsibility of

examining each verbatim response given to an open-

ended item and assigning one or more of the elements

of the coding frame to represent that data. Coders

attempt to perform their task in such a manner that

another coder would choose the identical set of ele-

ments from the coding frame. However, since judgment

in interpreting both the raw verbatim data and the cod-

ing frame elements themselves is involved, inconsis-

tency in the use of the coding frame elements (or code

labels) is inevitable.

Any differences or inconsistencies in the combina-

tion of coding frame elements assigned to represent

the actual verbatim data across interviewers constitute

coder variance. These inconsistencies can arise as the

consequence of four types of error:

1. Encoding error is introduced when the coding

frame fails to feature code labels that are suffi-

ciently exhaustive to clearly capture and discrimi-

nate the information in the verbatim data. Thus,

when coders encounter data not well reflected in

the coding frame, they must choose among imper-

fect alternatives. This promotes inconsistencies in

the assigned code labels chosen across coders.

2. Interpretation error occurs when different coders

haphazardly draw different meanings or nuances

from the data. When this happens, different coders

may apply different code labels from the coding

frame to represent the data.

3. Coding error is a consequence of incorrect or

inconsistent application of the code labels to the

verbatim data. Because coding frame labels are

highly condensed shorthand for highly varied, often

detailed, and nuanced information, coders may

interpret the meanings of these condensed labels in

varied ways that, in turn, result in inconsistencies

in their applications across coders.

4. Systematic coder bias arises from the tendencies

of coders—human beings who possess personal
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